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Why Nuclear Power Has No Future !
Nuclear power is a by-product of the desperate and insane nuclear bomb development
in the USA during the Hitler madness of World War II. It wasted trillions of $ public funds.
Nuclear power was never engineered for zero risk. The problems of radioactive waste
disposal were ignored and are still not resolved with the extremely long radiation half-lives.
No other technology endangers the survival on Earth more than nuclear power.
The maintenance neglect, material fatigue and operational human failures as experienced
at the Chernobyl catastrophe, Three Mile Island, and in hundreds of hidden cases all over
the world, are causing incalculable risks. No insurance company is willing to cover them
by insurance policies. Governments are ultimately made responsible for any damages.
The mining and transport of uranium consumes huge amounts of polluting fuels,
endangers the miners and transport workers, and deteriorates landscapes. Uranium
resources are very limited, thus causing speculation and enormous cost increases.
The operation of the very inefficient nuclear power plants needs ugly cooling towers and
affects the environment by heating up rivers, lakes, oceans and the atmosphere. Only
about 8 % of the calorific energy content of Uranium can be converted into electricity.
In many cases, nuclear power plants are very
remote from electrical consumption centers for
safety reasons, which require expensive long
and ugly power lines with high transmission
losses. The intrinsic cost of the huge amounts
of cooling water also must be considered.
Millions of people are suffering from cancers,
leukaemia, genetic damages, fatal birth
defects, and bone and tooth problems caused
by polluted grass, food and milk. France even
has radioactive vineyards. Leakage problems
are not solved, causing many health casualties
around nuclear power plants from Strontium
pollution and other noxious releases.
Radioactive Contamination of Europe
Including Chernobyl Fallout

See www.radiation.org and various papers
written by Prof. Ernest J. Sternglass (USA),
who recorded radiation damage from US Department of Health statistics for more than 50
years, and more recently also in other nuclear countries.
Nuclear Power is the most expensive and extremely dangerous way of generating
electricity. No other technology caused so much lying, public disinformation,
hidden government subsidies and corruption, as nuclear power. It is the most
unethical human undertaking of all times, jeopardizing our survival on Earth. It
must be prohibited by the United Nations and by international law and jurisdiction.
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